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	Cyber Terrorism: A Guide for Facility Managers, 9780881734423 (088173442X), Fairmont Press, 2003

	In the current climate of terrorism, the facility manager is in a more critical position than ever before. Protecting the organization's infrastructure from cyber-based attacks that are designed to disrupt and/or destroy business operations is becoming increasingly important for facility managers.This book will address cyberterrorism and other forms of terrorist activity including mailroom security, bomb threats and the constant attacks from viruses, hackers and other invasive programs. Known terrorist groups will be identified, discussed and their disruptive techniques described. In addition, this book will also address the necessary steps needed for prevention; the corporation's/ business' assessment of vulnerability; its emergency preparedness, prevention, incident response and recovery. Containing practical, comprehensive and effective guidance and advice, this book is written in plain language and in a reader-friendly format for quick and easy reference and! will contain practical ideas and programs that have been used by facility managers and their staffs. There will be examples of ""lessons learned"" and mistakes to avoid. Major aspects of facility management will also be presented.
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Building an FPS Game with UnityPackt Publishing, 2015

	Create a high-quality first person shooter game using the Unity game engine and the popular UFPS and Probuilder frameworks


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to use Unity in conjunction with UFPS and ProBuilder to create a high-quality game quickly
	
		Create both interior and exterior...



		

Creating Interactive Web Sites with PHP and Web ServicesSybex, 2003
Build Dynamic Websites with PHP and MySQL—and Extend Those Sites with      Web Services
      
      PHP and MySQL are great tools for building      database-driven websites. There's nothing new about that. What is new is      the environment in which your site operates—a world rich (and growing...


		

Postcolonial Philosophy of ReligionSpringer, 2010
The essays in this volume take up the history of philosophy of religion and contemporary problems within the discipline. They pursue these tasks as opportunities to correct Eurocentric biases that distort knowledge not only of religions originating beyond the West, but of the West’s own traditions.

This is the first collection of...





	

Solaris 10 System Administration Exam Prep: Exam CX-310-202 Part IIQue, 2009

	In this book you’ll learn Advanced Topics in Solaris 10


	System Administration for SPARC and x86-based systems including:

	
		Administering the network environment in Solaris 10
	
		Setting up RAID metadevices using SVM
	
		Configuring ZFS storage...



		

Digital Character Animation 3New Riders Publishing, 2006
Whether you're creating animation for television, advertising, games, or multimedia, [digital] Character Animation 3 can help you bring your imagination to life. In this updated classic, both newcomers to digital animation and old hands looking to hone existing skills will find essential techniques for creating...

		

Python Programming: An Introduction to Computer ScienceFranklin Beedle & Associates, 2010

	
		This is the second edition of John Zelle's Python Programming, updated for Python 3. This book is designed to be used as the primary textbook in a college-level first course in computing. It takes a fairly traditional approach, emphasizing problem solving, design, and programming as the core skills of computer science. However,...
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